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Nomenclature19

Roman Symbols20

CSTR Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor21

MPC Model Predictive Control22

OCP Optimal Control Problem23

PI/PID Proportional-Integral / Proportional-Integral-Differential control24

TT, TIC temperature transmitter and temperature integrated controller, re-25

spectively26

27

A heat transfer area between reactor contents and cooling jacket [m2]28

B Barkelew number [−]29

A, B, C, D, E, F, G components for each reaction [−]30

[A] concentration of component A
[
kmol m−3

]
31

Cp heat capacity
[
kJ mol−1 K−1

]
32

Da, Dares Damköhler number and resultant Damköhler number, respectively [−]33

∆Hr heat of reaction
[
J kmol−1

]
34

Ea activation energy
[
J kmol−1

]
35

f generic function [−]36

g differential equation [−]37

h algebraic equation [−]38

J Jacobian matrix [−]39

k0 pre-exponential Arrhenius factor [−]40

KP proportional constant for PI controller [m3 K−1 s−1]41

M number of reactions within a reaction network [−]42

mB, mDares , mγ, mSt gradient coefficients with respect to B, Dares, γ and St [−]43

N number of reagents within a reaction network [−]44

n reaction order [−]45

q volumetric flow rate [m3 s−1]46

R universal molar gas constant
[
J kmol−1K−1

]
47

r reaction rate
[
kmol m−3 s−1

]
48
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St Stanton number [−]49

T temperature [K]50

t, tref time of simulation and reference time, respectively [s]51

t̄comp average computational time per MPC step [CPUs]52

U heat transfer coefficient between reactor and cooling jacket
[
W m−2 K−1

]
53

u control value [−]54

V volume [m3]55

x differential variable [−]56

XA conversion of component A [−]57

y general variable [−]58

Greek Symbols59

γ Arrhenius number [−]60

λ thermal conductivity
[
W m−1K−1

]
61

µ viscosity [Pa s]62

νj stoichiometric coefficient for component j [−]63

Φ objective function for MPC [−]64

ρ density
[
kg m−3

]
65

τI integral constant for PI controller [K s2m−3]66

Subscripts67

0 initial point of simulation [−]68

C coolant property [−]69

c control horizon [−]70

chem chemical stability properties [−]71

A, B, C, D, E, F, G properties of each reaction component [−]72

f final point of simulation [−]73

i reaction index [−]74

j, l reaction component indexes [−]75

p prediction horizon [−]76
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peak properties at the peak temperature during the process [−]77

R reacting mixture property [−]78

reac properties at the end of the reaction [−]79

sp set-point [−]80

Superscripts81

(s) time step for simulations [−]82

Other Symbols83

D contribution to the divergence of the Jacobian due to single reaction84

[s−1]85

E estimate of the divergence at boundary of instability [s−1]86

K thermal stability criterion [s−1]87

1. Introduction88

Exothermic chemical reactions carried out in batch reactors are an essential part for pro-89

cess control in industry. Of great importance is the adjustment of the set-point temperature90

in order to ensure safe operation of reactors. The loss of thermal stability in exothermic re-91

actions leads to an uncontrolled increase of temperature, having detrimental effects in terms92

of the ecology and the economics of industrial plants (Theis, 2014). This effect is due to the93

potentially large increase in pressure, causing the release of hazardous chemicals, as well as94

an unsafe environment for workers.95

For this reason a method to determine the thermal stability of batch processes is required.96

The chemical stability of reagents, products and materials sets an upper limit to the reaction97

temperature which must not be exceeded to avoid by-product formation and safety issues.98

The thermal stability has to consider the dynamic behavior of the system including tem-99

perature and concentration profiles, reaction kinetics and heat transfer to the cooling jacket.100

In many batch processes thermal stability is the limiting factor for more efficient operation.101

Most control systems for batch reactors make use of Proportional-Integral-Differential102

(PID) controllers, setting a constant set-point temperature throughout the process (Winde,103

2009). As the reaction proceeds, the cooling required reduces as the amount of reagents104

present usually decreases over time, therefore reducing the heat generation.105

Model Predictive Control (MPC) enables to include such a stability constraint within a106

more flexible control scheme, which can further be implemented in industry. MPC contin-107

uously updates the reaction temperature set-point whilst taking into account system con-108

straints (Chuong La et al., 2017), which PID control cannot (Winde, 2009). A fundamental109
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requirement for the application of MPC to industrial systems is the reliable and quick detec-110

tion of stability during the process.111

Stability criteria found in literature work well for continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTRs),112

e.g. the theory of heat explosion (Semenov, 1940), Lyapunov functions (Huang et al., 2012),113

the Routh-Hurwitz criterion (Anagnost and Desoer, 1991). These methods are found not to114

work well to predict the thermal stability for batch reactor systems.115

In Rossi et al. (2015) a boolean function is defined to identify the stability of fed-batch116

reactor systems which is included as a barrier function (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). Problems117

arise with this method, which are outlined in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c).118

Stability criteria based on Lyapunov functions were implemented in systems operating at119

steady state before, for which a good review is given by Albalawi et al. (2018). For continuous120

systems in industry good results were obtained with such an approach (Zhang et al., 2018).121

This work cannot be easily transferred to batch reactors, which is why further investigation122

is required.123

The structure of embedding stability criteria as additional system constraints within an124

MPC framework are present in literature (Zhang et al., 2018). These systems are limited to125

continuous systems, for which a steady-state operating point exists. This work tackles the126

same issue, but for batch processes which are inherently non-steady state.127

The divergence method (Strozzi and Zald́ıvar, 1999), as was shown in Kähm and Vassil-128

iadis (2018d,c), results in stability predictions which are systematically too conservative for129

batch processes. This makes it unusable for process intensification.130

The Lyapunov exponent method (Strozzi and Zald́ıvar, 1994) results in reliable prediction131

of system stability after tuning of the initial perturbation and time frame used (Kähm and132

Vassiliadis, 2018a,b). The analysis of the computational time showed that for large reaction133

systems this method might reach limits of applicability for industrial scale problems.134

The unreliable nature of the divergence method and the potentially large computational135

time to evaluate Lyapunov exponents hence requires the development of an alternative stabil-136

ity criterion. Thermal stability criterion K predicts the stability of batch processes reliably,137

as well as results in short computational times when embedded within an MPC framework138

(Kähm and Vassiliadis, 2018d,c). This work is focused on achieving the following goals:139

• Extension of stability criterion K for complex reaction networks140

• Validation of criterion K by comparison with unstable reaction profiles141

• Intensification of batch processes by MPC with embedded stability analysis based on142

criterion K143
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• Analysis of the computational time for the MPC frameworks with and without embed-144

ded stability constraints145

Achieving the above goals enables the successful implementation of stability criterion K146

for industrial systems, in which reaction networks of considerable size are present.147

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 stability criterion K together with the un-148

derlying model structure is introduced, and the extension to several simultaneous reactions is149

outlined. Section 3 contains the batch reactor model with the chemical reaction schemes ana-150

lyzed in this work. The validity of the extension of stability criterion K is tested in Section 4.151

In Section 5 the newly developed form of stability criterion K is applied to batch processes152

together with MPC to intensify these processes. Section 6 finishes this work by summarizing153

the key results and outlining future work necessary for the successful implementation of this154

control scheme.155

2. Stability criterion K156

2.1. Properties and description of stability criterion K157

Stability criterion K describes the transition of thermal instability in batch reactors. For158

a thermally stable process, the criterion should give a value of:159

K ≤ 0 (2.1)

An unstable reaction is obtained when the value of the criterion becomes positive:160

K > 0 (2.2)

The stability criterion K is based on the difference between the divergence of the Jaco-161

bian of the relevant system variables and the correction function E (Kähm and Vassiliadis,162

2018d,c). At each current time step (s) stability criterion K(s) is given by:163

K(s) = div
[
J(s)
]
−
∣∣E (s)

∣∣ (2.3)

The correction function E (s) was derived in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d) as a function164

of the divergence of the Jacobian at the previous time step (s− 1), div
[
J(s−1)

]
, and the165

following dimensionless numbers: Damköhler number Da, Barkelew number B, Arrhenius166

number γ, and the Stanton number St. The function for E (s) represents the linear estimate of167

the divergence div
[
J(s)
]

at the boundary of instability, dependent on the following variables:168

E (s) = f
(

div
[
J(s−1)

]
, B(s), B(s−1), γ(s), γ(s−1),Da(s),Da(s−1), St(s), St(s−1)

)
(2.4)
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From Equation (2.4) it can be seen that the value of the linear estimate at time step169

(s), E (s), uses information from the current time step (s) and the previous time step (s− 1).170

This function is sought after in order to correct for the fact that the value of the divergence171

div
[
J(s)
]

does not correctly predict when thermal runaway behavior occurs.172

In Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c) the thermal stability criterion K was derived for a173

reaction of the following form:174

νAA + νBB→ C (2.5)

where νA and νB are stoichiometric coefficients for components A and B. The rate of the175

reaction given in Equation (2.5) depends on both components according to the Arrhenius176

expression (Davis and Davis, 2003).177

The relevant variables for a thermal runaway are the ones that contribute towards the178

heat generation in the reactor system (Bosch et al., 2004). In Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c)179

it was shown that the divergence of the Jacobian for a batch reactor system with a reaction180

according to Equation (2.5) is given by:181

div [J] tref =− (νAnA DaA + νBnB DaB) exp (−γ)

+B γDaA exp (−γ)− St (2.6)

and182

B =
[A] (−∆Hr)

ρRCp,RTR

(2.7a)

γ =
Ea
RTR

(2.7b)

DaA = k0 [A]nA−1 [B]nB tref (2.7c)

DaB = k0 [A]nA [B]nB−1 tref (2.7d)

St =
UA

ρRCp,RVR

tref (2.7e)

where B is the Barkelew number, γ is the Arrhenius number, DaA and DaB are the Damköhler183

numbers for components A and B, respectively, and St is the Stanton number. The reference184

time tref is necessary as the units of the divergence are given by [s−1]. Therefore the introduc-185

tion of tref ensures each variable in Equation (2.7) is dimensionless. In the further derivation186

this variable will cancel out. The other variables within Equation (2.7) are the Arrhenius187

pre-exponential factor k0, the concentrations of components A and B given by [A] and [B],188

respectively, the reaction orders nA and nB, the activation energy Ea, the universal molar189
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gas constant R, the reactor temperature TR, the density of the reaction mixture ρR, the heat190

capacity of the reaction mixture Cp,R, the reactor volume VR, the enthalpy of reaction ∆Hr,191

the heat transfer coefficient U , and the heat transfer area of the cooling jacket A.192

In Equation (2.7) it can be seen that two Damköhler numbers are present for each reagent193

in the reaction, each having the same Arrhenius factor of k0. Hence in Kähm and Vassiliadis194

(2018c) it was shown that a resultant Damköhler number Dares can be introduced to simplify195

the derivation of criterion K by summarizing the effect of the single reaction:196

Dares = νA nA DaA + νB nB DaB (2.8)

The simplification in Equation (2.8) allows for the derivation of criterion K. From Equa-197

tion (2.4) it is required to find E (s) as a function of div
[
J(s−1)

]
and all dimensionless variables198

at time steps (s− 1) and (s). The derivation of function E is based on the analysis carried199

out in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d). In this derivation it is shown that E (s) is related to the200

divergence in steps (s− 1) and (s) in the following manner:201

E (s) = div
[
J(s−1)

]
+ div

[
J(s−1)

]
· d ln

(
div
[
J(s)
])

(2.9)

The definition of function E (s) states that it estimates the divergence of the Jacobian in202

time step (s) if the system were to be at the boundary of instability. In Equations (4.4) and203

(4.5) in the work of Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c) an expression for d ln
(
div
[
J(s)
])

is found,204

which results in the following expression for E (s):205

E (s) = div
[
J(s−1)

]
+ div

[
J(s−1)

]
·

(
mB

B(s) −B(s−1)

B(s−1)
+mDares

Da(s)
res −Da(s−1)

res

Da(s−1)
res

+mγ
γ(s) − γ(s−1)

γ(s−1)
+mSt

St(s) − St(s−1)

St(s−1)

)
(2.10)

where mB, mDares , mγ, and mSt are the gradient coefficients with respect to each dimension-206

less variables.207

In Equation (2.10) it is shown that an expression for E (s) is found using the variables208

shown in Equation (2.4). At time step (s) the thermal stability criterion K(s) is evaluated209

according to Equation (2.3) and the expression of E (s) shown in Equation (2.10). The full210

expression for the single reaction given in Equation (2.5) is then:211
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K(s) = div
[
J(s)
]
−

∣∣∣∣∣div
[
J(s−1)

](
1 +mB

B(s) −B(s−1)

B(s−1)
+mDares

Da(s)
res −Da(s−1)

res

Da(s−1)
res

+mγ
γ(s) − γ(s−1)

γ(s−1)
+mSt

St(s) − St(s−1)

St(s−1)

)∣∣∣∣∣ (2.11)

Similar expressions have to be derived for more complex reaction networks, consisting of212

several reactions. For this reason, the general mass and energy balances for such batch reactor213

systems are derived in the following section. Once a general expression for the divergence of214

the Jacobian is found, the generalization of thermal stability criterion K be formulated.215

In Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c) the gradient coefficients mB, mγ, mDares , and mSt were216

found for a reaction given by Equation (2.5). It was further shown that for large variations217

in reaction parameters such as the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor, enthalpy of reaction,218

activation energy, etc., constant values for the gradient coefficients are found. These values219

(Kähm and Vassiliadis, 2018c) are given by:220

mB = 1.28 (2.12a)

mγ = −21.8 (2.12b)

mDares = 1.16 (2.12c)

mSt = −0.174 (2.12d)

The values given in Equation (2.12) are used for all simulations in this work, as they have221

been proven to work for complex single reactions in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c).222

2.2. Mass and energy balances for batch reactors223

The reaction rate of the reactions considered in this work are given by Arrhenius expres-224

sions (Davis and Davis, 2003). A single reaction rate for reaction i within a network of M225

reactions can be written as:226

ri = k0,i exp

(
− Ea,i
RTR

)
[A]nA,i [B]nB,i i = 1, 2, ...,M (2.13)

where the constants in Equation (2.13) are the same as those given in Equation (2.7) related227

to a general reaction i. As a batch reactor is present, no in- or outflows are otherwise present,228

hence reducing the mass balances to reaction rates only. In the reaction considered in this229

example only components A and B are present. In general there can be any component with230

varying numbers. For clarity this form is used, which is generalized further in the following231
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section.232

For the batch reactors analyzed two sets of energy balances have to be considered: the re-233

action mixture and the cooling jacket. The energy balance of the reaction mixture, including234

the heat generated by the M reactions, is given by the following expression:235

d

dt
(ρRCp,RTRVR) =

M∑
i=1

[ri (∆Hr, i) VR]− UA (TR − TC) (2.14)

where ∆Hr, i is the enthalpy of reaction for reaction i, and TC is the cooling jacket tempera-236

ture.237

The energy balances of the cooling jacket is given by the following expression:238

d

dt
(ρCCp,CTCVC) = qCρCCp,C (TC,in − TC) + UA (TR − TC) (2.15)

where ρC is the density of the coolant, Cp,C is the heat capacity of the coolant, qC is the239

coolant flow through the cooling jacket, VC is the cooling jacket volume, and TC,in is the240

coolant inlet temperature. The heat produced by the stirrer within the reactor is negligible241

in comparison to the heat production by reaction and is therefore neglected in the further242

analysis.243

2.3. Generalization of criterion K for multiple reactions244

In this subsection the mass and energy balances for a total number of M reactions with245

N reagents are derived, which are then further used to find a generalized expression for the246

divergence of the Jacobian. This expression is then used to derive the generalized form of247

criterion K.248

2.3.1. Divergence of Jacobian for general reaction systems249

The divergence of the Jacobian matrix requires to express all variables that are changing250

due to differential equations. In batch reactor systems, as shown in the previous section,251

relevant variables are given by concentrations of reagents, as well as the reactor temperature.252

Hence it is necessary to know how the concentration of each reagent changes.253

To derive the divergence, a sample reaction network with M reactions is considered for254

which the general form of the divergence is derived. The reaction network is given by a set of255

parallel reactions with two reacting components resulting in a single product. This assump-256

tion is used for clarity of the derivation, but does not limit the validity of this derivation for257

different reaction types. The reaction network considered for the derivation in this work is258

given by the following expressions:259
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νA,1A + νB,1B→C (2.16a)

...

νA,iA + νD,iD→E (2.16b)

...

νA,MA + νG,MG→H (2.16c)

i = 1, 2, ...,M (2.16d)

where the reactions follow an Arrhenius expression according to Equation (2.13). The reac-260

tion rates are given by:261

r1 = k0,1 exp

(
−Ea,1
RTR

)
[A]nA,1 [B]nB,1 (2.17a)

...

ri = k0,i exp

(
−Ea,i
RTR

)
[A]nA,i [D]nD,i (2.17b)

...

rM = k0,M exp

(
−Ea,M
RTR

)
[A]nA,M [G]nG,M (2.17c)

262

i = 1, 2, ...,M (2.17d)

where as for Equation (2.16) index i represents the ith reaction within the M reactions263

present.264

The divergence of the Jacobian for this reaction network, occurring in a batch reactor265

with an energy balance according to Equation (2.14), is given by the following equation:266
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div [J] · tref =− νA,1nA,1 k0,1 exp

(
− Ea,1
RTR

)
[A]nA,1−1 [B]nB,1

− νB,1nB,1 k0,1 exp

(
− Ea,1
RTR

)
[A]nA,1 [B]nB,1−1

...

− νA,inA,i k0,i exp

(
− Ea,i
RTR

)
[A]nA,i−1 [D]nD,i

− νD,inD,i k0,i exp

(
− Ea,i
RTR

)
[A]nA,i [D]nD,i−1

...

− νA,MnA,M k0,M exp

(
−Ea,M
RTR

)
[A]nA,M−1 [G]nG,M

− νG,MnG,M k0,M exp

(
−Ea,M
RTR

)
[A]nA,M [G]nG,M−1

+
1

ρCpVR

·[
Ea,1
RT 2

R

k0,1 exp

(
− Ea,1
RTR

)
[A]nA,1 [B]nB,1 (−∆Hr,1)VR

...

+
Ea,i
RT 2

R

k0,i exp

(
− Ea,i
RTR

)
[A]nA,i [D]nD,i (−∆Hr,i)VR

...

+
Ea,M
RT 2

R

k0,M exp

(
−Ea,M
RTR

)
[A]nA,M [G]nG,M (−∆Hr,M)VR − UA

]
(2.18)

The expression given in Equation (2.18) can be further generalized to give the following267

expression:268
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div [J] tref =− (νA,1nA,1 DaA,1 + νB,1nB,1 DaB,1) exp (−γ1)

...

− (νA,inA,i DaA,i + νD,inD,i DaD,i) exp (−γi)
...

− (νA,MnA,M DaA,M + νG,MnG,M DaG,M) exp (−γM)

+
M∑
i=1

(Bi γi DaA,i exp (−γi))− St (2.19)

In the general case the components so far given as A, B, G and H in Equation (2.16),269

are denoted by index j. The resultant Damköhler number for reaction i with N number of270

reagents, as given in Equation (2.8) for the single reaction, is given by:271

Dares,i =
N∑
j=1

(νj,inj,iDaj,i) , i = 1, 2, ...,M (2.20)

The resultant Damköhler number for reaction i, Dares,i, is required when analyzing the272

effect of the Arrhenius factor k0,i on the divergence of the Jacobian.273

The divergence of the Jacobian for a multi-reaction system can be generalized for M reac-274

tions with a total of N reagents, each with their respective reaction orders and stoichiometric275

coefficients. When looking at Equation (2.19), the generalized form of the divergence is given276

by the following equation:277

div [J] · tref =
M∑
i=1

([
N∑
j=1

(−νj,inj,i Daj,i) +Bi γi Dal,i

]
exp (−γi)

)
− St (2.21)

where Dal,i represents a Damköhler number which is not zero for the ith reaction. Not every278

reactant present in the system will contribute towards reaction i. Hence it is necessary279

to choose a reagent l that does not have zero order for reaction i resulting in Dal,i. The280

expression given in Equation (2.21) is used for the further generalization of thermal stability281

criterion K.282

From Equation (2.21) it can be seen that every reaction i contributes to the total di-283

vergence of the system. Solely the Stanton number, St, appears once as this represents the284

cooling of the reactor. The individual part of the divergence of the Jacobian related to each285
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reaction i , denoted Di, is given by:286

Di =

[
N∑
j=1

(−νj,i nj,i Daj,i) +Bi γi Dal,i

]
exp (−γi) (2.22)

Using Equations (2.21) and (2.22), the final form of the total divergence of the Jacobian287

for a multiple reaction system can be summarized by the following:288

div [J] · tref =
M∑
i=1

Di − St (2.23)

Equation (2.23) will be used in the generalization of thermal stability criterion K.289

2.3.2. Expression for criterion K for multiple reactions290

The thermal stability criterion for a multi-reaction system is given by the same expression291

as for a single reaction system, given by Equation (2.3):292

K(s) = div
[
J(s)
]
−
∣∣E (s)

∣∣ (2.3)

where it is now necessary to find an expression for E for multiple reaction systems.293

The generalized expression for E (s) is given by Equation (2.9):294

E (s) = div
[
J(s−1)

]
+ div

[
J(s−1)

]
· d ln

(
div
[
J(s)
])

(2.24)

The generalized form of the divergence was derived in Equation (2.23). Hence it is now295

necessary to find an expression for d ln
(
div
[
J(s)
])

within Equation (2.9) given above.296

From Equation (2.23) it is true in general that (div [J] · tref) is a function of Di and St for297

a total of M reactions. Therefore Equation (2.23) is given by the following:298

div [J] · tref =f (Di, St) , i = 1, 2, ...,M (2.25)

The form of the total divergence of the Jacobian, div [J] ·tref , now allows a total derivative299

to be carried out:300

d (div [J] · tref) =
M∑
i=1

∂ (div [J] · tref)

∂ (Di)
d (Di) +

∂ (div [J] · tref)

∂ (St)
d (St) (2.26)

In order to reformulate the expression given in Equation (2.26) into the correct form, the301
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differential of a logarithm is introduced:302

d ln x(s) =
dx(s)

x(s−1)
= lim

∆x(s)→0

∆x(s)

x(s−1)
≈ x(s) − x(s−1)

x(s−1)
(2.27)

Using the expression for the differential of a logarithm, Equation (2.26) can be reformu-303

lated to give the following expression including logarithmic terms:304

d (div [J] · tref) =
M∑
i=1

Di
∂ (div [J] · tref)

∂ (Di)
d [ln (Di)]

+ (div [J] · tref) ·
∂ [ln (div [J] · tref)]

∂ ln (St)
d [ln (St)] (2.28)

Di is the part of the divergence which is only influenced by each individual reaction. In305

Section 2.3 it is shown how the divergence of the Jacobian for a single reaction can be used306

to find an expression for E . Similarly, the summation of each individual contribution for each307

reaction will lead to the generalized expression of E for a multiple reaction system. To find308

such an expression, it is required to find an equation for d [ln (Di)] within Equation (2.28).309

From Equation (2.22) the function for Di is given by:310

Di = f (Bi, γi,Dares, i) (2.29)

The total differential of d [ln (Di)] given in Equation (2.28) is derived in the following311

manner:312

d [ln (Di)] =
∂ ln (Di)
∂ ln (Bi)

d ln (Bi) +
∂ ln (Di)
∂ ln (γi)

d ln (γi) +
∂ ln (Di)

∂ ln (Dares, i)
d ln (Dares, i) (2.30a)

d [ln (Di)] =mBd ln (Bi) +mγd ln (γi) +mDaresd ln (Dares, i) (2.30b)

The Stanton number coefficient does not appear in Equation (2.30b), as each individual313

reaction does not have an effect on this dimensionless variable. Therefore this is taken into314

account separately in the expression for the total divergence of the Jacobian. As was the315

case for a single reaction in Section 2.3, the gradient coefficient for the Stanton number is316

given by:317

∂ ln (div [J] · tref)

∂ ln (St)
=mSt (2.31)

The value of coefficients mB, mγ, mDares , and mSt were derived in Kähm and Vassiliadis318
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(2018c) for a wide variety of possible reaction kinetics for a single reaction. Hence it is tested319

if the values found can be applied for a general reaction i within a reaction network. The320

trajectory of each individual dimensionless variable Bi, γi and Dares,i will be different for each321

reaction and needs to be evaluated separately.322

It is further noted from Equation (2.23) that:323

∂ (div [J] · tref)

∂ (Di)
=1 i = 1, 2, ...,M (2.32)

This result, together with the results from Equations (2.30b) and (2.31), allows the sim-324

plification of the total divergence of a general reaction system, given in Equation (2.28):325

div [J] · d ln (div [J]) =
M∑
i=1

Di [mBd ln (Bi) +mγd ln (γi) +mDaresd ln (Dares,i)]

+ div [J] ·mSt d [ln (St)] (2.33)

In Equation (2.33) several interesting features can be observed: each reaction contributes326

towards the total divergence according to its individual divergence Di, therefore giving a327

weighting for the thermal runaway behavior. This means that if a reaction is very slow or328

produces very little heat, its value for Di is small and hence its contribution to the thermal329

runaway is small, too. The Stanton number appears separately, as discussed above. The330

contribution of the Stanton number is the same, no matter how many reactions take place.331

This is intuitive, as the Stanton number only depends on the cooling jacket properties, and332

not the reaction kinetics within the reactor.333

The final step of the derivation requires to find an expression for E . As was the case in334

Section 2.3, it is necessary to find an expression for E (s) at time step (s) as a function of335

each individual contribution towards the total divergence in time step (s− 1), D(s−1)
i , and336

the dimensionless variables at time steps (s− 1) and (s). For multiple reactions the function337

for E (s) is given by:338

E (s) = f
(
D(s−1)
i , B

(s)
i , B

(s−1)
i , γ

(s)
i , γ

(s−1)
i ,Da

(s)
res,i,Da

(s−1)
res,i , St(s), St(s−1)

)
, i = 1, 2, ...,M

(2.34)

where D(s−1)
i is a function of all dimensionless groups mentioned in time step (s− 1).339

From Equations (2.9) and (2.33) the correction function E (s) at time step (s) can be found:340
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E (s) = div
[
J(s−1)

]
+

M∑
i=1

D(s−1)
i

[
mB

B
(s)
i −B

(s−1)
i

B
(s−1)
i

+mγ
γ

(s)
i − γ

(s−1)
i

γ
(s−1)
i

+mDares

Da
(s)
res,i −Da

(s−1)
res,i

Da
(s−1)
res,i

]

+ div
[
J(s−1)

]
·mSt

St(s) − St(s−1)

St(s−1)
(2.35)

which includes all the variables as required in Equation (2.34).341

Now that the necessary form of E (s) is derived, thermal stability criterion K can be342

evaluated according to the definition given in Equation (2.3):343

K(s) =div
[
J(s)
]
−

∣∣∣∣∣div
[
J(s−1)

]
+

M∑
i=1

D(s−1)
i

[
mB

B
(s)
i −B

(s−1)
i

B
(s−1)
i

+mγ
γ

(s)
i − γ

(s−1)
i

γ
(s−1)
i

+mDares

Da
(s)
res,i −Da

(s−1)
res,i

Da
(s−1)
res,i

]
+ div

[
J(s−1)

]
·mSt

St(s) − St(s−1)

St(s−1)

∣∣∣∣∣ (2.36)

This concludes the generalization of thermal stability criterion K for multiple reaction344

systems. It can clearly be seen that the stability criterion K for multiple reaction systems,345

given in Equation (2.36), is of similar form as Equation (2.11) for a single chemical reaction.346

The derived equation for multiple reaction systems adds the contribution of each individual347

reaction towards the total divergence of the Jacobian. One of the goals of this work is to348

validate the applicability of the gradient coefficients mB, mγ, mDares and mSt to evaluate the349

thermal stability of batch processes with multiple reactions. How well this form evaluates350

the stability of batch systems is examined in Section 4.351

3. Batch reactor model352

The batch reactor model underlying the simulations in this work is outlined in this section.353

All assumptions employed, equations used, and the PI controller applied to the system are354

discussed in detail. The results of using this reactor model are shown in Section 4 with PI355

control and in Section 5 with MPC.356

3.1. Batch reactor parameters357

Batch reactors are a major part of the chemical industry. This type of reactor enables to358

run processes in a flexible manner, because operating conditions can be changed during the359

process to reach product specifications.360

To clearly identify the important parts which lead to the reactor model presented in this361

section, a flow sheet of the batch reactor used in the simulations is shown in Figure 1.362
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Figure 1: Batch reactor diagram for simulated systems.

Before the start of the reaction, the reactants are added into the reactor through the363

batch feed. Then the contents are heated up until the required initial temperature is reached364

by running steam through the cooling jacket. This heating up process is not included in the365

simulations, but the simulations start at the initial temperatures after the heating procedure366

has completed. The temperature information is transmitted by a Temperature-Transmitter367

(TT) to a computer system which control the set-point temperature for the Temperature-368

Integrated-Controller (TIC) controller. The computer system can include an MPC algorithm,369

or a PI controller. Once the final conversion is achieved, the products are released through370

the product outlet in Figure 1.371

The mixing of the reacting mixture is achieved by a Rushton impeller (Paul et al., 2004).372

In all models strong mixing is assumed, reaching a Reynolds number for the impeller of373

approximately 106. Highly turbulent flow within the reactor leads to the assumption of374

uniform physical properties in the radial and axial directions of the batch reactor vessel. The375

heat generated by the stirring action in the reactor is negligible in comparison to the heat376

generation by the exothermic reactions. Hence, this effect of the stirrer is omitted form all377

simulations carried out in this work.378

To cover a variety of dynamic behaviors, different reactor parameters are used for different379

processes. The data of the different reactor settings are shown in Table 1.380

The contents within batch reactors are filled up to 80% of the total volume to leave space381

for stirred contents and possible foam formation. Hence, the values of VR shown in Table 1382

represent the volume of the reagents and not the volume of the whole reactor.383
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Table 1: Batch reactor parameters for the processes considered.

Process VR [m3] VC [m3] A [m2] qC, in [m3 s−1]

P1
1 − P1

4 32 2.0 49.1 0.060

P1
5 − P1

6 25 1.7 42.2 0.051

P2
1 − P2

4 20 1.4 35.8 0.043

Nitration of toluene 8 0.5 20.0 0.023

The heat transfer coefficient for the heat transfer between the cooling jacket and the384

reactor contents U depends on the physical properties of the coolant and the reacting mixture,385

as well as the flow intensity on both sides (Sinnot, 2005). As was shown when describing the386

stirrer type used, turbulent flow is present within the reactor. Hence, the major contribution387

to the change in U are the physical properties of the reacting mixture and the cooling flow388

rate.389

The temperature within batch reactors can be controlled in several different ways. Pro-390

portional Integral (PI) control is most commonly found in industry for this purpose (Winde,391

2009). In this work, PI control is used to examine how well the generalization of stabil-392

ity criterion K works for multiple reaction systems. The mathematical description of a PI393

controller is shown in detail in Equation (2.12) in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d). The pro-394

portional constant KP and integral constant τI define how the PI controller behaves for the395

process, and are set to KP = 10 m3 K−1 s−1 and τI = 1000 K s2m−3. The purpose of the PI396

controller used in this work is to examine when each batch process becomes unstable if the397

set-point temperature is set too high.398

The systems were simulated using ode15s (Shampine et al., 1999) within MATLABTM,399

which uses an adjusted time step Runge-Kutta method. MATLABTM was used due to its400

simplicity of developing code. The SQP optimization algorithm within MATLABTM is used.401

The optimization algorithm does not have to guarantee global optimality to be useful for402

nonlinear MPC formulations (Durand and Christofides, 2016; Ellis and Christofides, 2015;403

Santos et al., 1995). All simulations shown in this paper were carried out on an HP EliteDesk404

800 G2 Desktop Mini PC with an Intel R© Core i5-65000 processor with 3.20 GHz and 16.0405

GB RAM, running on Windows 7 Enterprise.406

3.2. Reaction kinetics407

The reactions analyzed in this work occur in a homogeneous liquid solution and are408

assumed to be irreversible. A total of three different reaction schemes are considered in409

this work. Reaction scheme 1 consists of 4 chemical reactions occurring in parallel. These410

4 reactions are included within reaction scheme 2, for which two more reactions are added.411
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Hence reaction scheme 2 results in 6 reactions occurring in parallel. The final reaction scheme412

is the nitration of toluene commonly found in industry.413

3.2.1. Reaction scheme 1414

The first reaction scheme consists of parallel competing reactions given by the following415

expressions:416

νA, 1A + νB, 1B→ C (3.1a)

νA, 2A + νC, 2C→ D (3.1b)

νA, 3A + νB, 3B→ E (3.1c)

νA, 4A + νE, 4E→ F (3.1d)

The reaction rates are given by Arrhenius expressions (Davis and Davis, 2003) given by:417

r1 = k0, 1 exp

(
− Ea, 1
RTR

)
[A]nA, 1 [B]nB, 1 (3.2a)

r2 = k0, 2 exp

(
− Ea, 2
RTR

)
[A]nA, 2 [C]nC, 2 (3.2b)

r3 = k0, 3 exp

(
− Ea, 3
RTR

)
[A]nA, 3 [B]nB, 3 (3.2c)

r4 = k0, 4 exp

(
− Ea, 4
RTR

)
[A]nA, 4 [E]nE, 4 (3.2d)

The reaction rate giving rise to ri is called reaction i hereafter. Hence reactions 1 and418

2 are described by the rate equations given for r1 and r2 in Equations (3.2a) and (3.2b),419

respectively. Similarly, reactions 3 and 4 are described by the expressions for r3 and r4 in420

Equations (3.2c) and (3.2d), respectively.421

The processes are denoted by P1
1−P1

6 for processes 1 through 6 within reaction scheme 1.422

For reactions 1 and 2, the data used for processes P1
1−P1

6 are summarized in the top section423

of Table 2.424
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Table 2: Process parameters for reactions 1 and 2, 3 and 4 for processes P1
1 − P1

6, and reactions 5 and 6 for
processes P2

1 − P2
4.

Process νA, 1; νA, 2; nA, 1; nA, 2; k0, 1; k0, 2 Ea, 1;Ea, 2 ∆Hr, 1; ∆Hr, 2

νB, 1 νC, 2 nB, 1 nC, 2

[
m3 mol−1 s−1

] [
kJ mol−1

] [
kJ mol−1

]
P1

1 1; 2 2; 1 1.5; 1.5 1; 1 100; 200 60; 70 -85; -75

P1
2 1; 3 3; 1 1; 2 2; 1 3×104; 2×104 80; 90 -60; -55

P1
3 1; 2 3; 2 2; 2 1.5; 1 1.1; 0.7 65; 75 -90; +35

P1
4 1; 3 1; 1 1; 2.5 1.5; 1.5 2×104; 1.5×104 90; 92 -100; -95

P1
5 1; 1 2; 1 3; 1.5 2; 2.5 2.1; 3.2 58; 61 -40; -50

P1
6 1; 2 1; 1 2; 1.5 2; 1.5 280; 170 82; 84 -55; -62

Process νA, 3; νA, 4; nA, 3; nA, 4; k0, 3; k0, 4 Ea, 3;Ea, 4 ∆Hr, 3; ∆Hr, 4

νB, 3 νC, 4 nB, 3 nC, 4

[
m3 mol−1 s−1

] [
kJ mol−1

] [
kJ mol−1

]
P1

1 1; 1 1; 1 1.5; 1 1.5; 1 100; 300 83; 80 -35; -45

P1
2 3; 1 1; 3 1; 1 1; 1 2×104; 3×104 71; 78 -66; -48

P1
3 3; 2 2; 1 2; 2.5 1.5; 1.5 0.8; 1.9 63; 75 -120; -105

P1
4 1; 1 1; 1 2; 1.5 2; 2.5 1.5×104; 2×104 90; 92 -95; -90

P1
5 2; 1 1; 2 1.5; 1 2; 2 8700; 9200 73; 81 -155; -165

P1
6 1; 1 1; 1 1.5; 1.5 1.5; 3 6×104; 4×104 87; 90 -105; -125

Process νA, 5; νA, 6; nA, 5; nA, 6; k0, 5; k0, 6 × 10−5 Ea, 5;Ea, 6 ∆Hr, 5; ∆Hr, 6

νB, 5 νC, 6 nB, 5 nC, 6

[
m3 mol−1 s−1

] [
kJ mol−1

] [
kJ mol−1

]
P2

1 2; 1 1; 1 1.5; 1 1.5; 1.5 150; 190 93; 90 -115; -90

P2
2 2; 1 1; 3 1; 1 1; 2 1.1×104; 8000 91; 94 -92; +40

P2
3 3; 2 1; 2 1.5; 1.5 2; 2 1.7; 1.3 89; 92 -125; -95

P2
4 1; 1 1; 3 2; 2.5 1; 2.5 1400; 1500 87; 65 -100; -75

The reaction data for reactions 3 and 4 for processes P1
1 − P1

6 are given in the second425

section of Table 2.426

The initial concentrations of reagents A and B are given by [A]0 = 15.0 kmol m−3 and427

[B]0 = 17.0 kmol m−3. Components C, D and E are products of the initial reactions between428

reagents A and B, Hence their initial concentrations are set to zero. Furthermore, it is seen in429

Table 2 that a large variation in system parameters is used in order to validate the generalized430

form of thermal stability criterion K.431

Reaction scheme 1 is the basis for reaction scheme 2. Therefore the data for reactions 1 to432

4 given in Table 2 are the same for reaction scheme 2. Furthermore, the initial concentrations433

given above are used also for all processes in reaction scheme 2.434
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3.2.2. Reaction scheme 2435

The second reaction scheme considered in this work is composed of the parallel reactions436

shown in reaction scheme 1, given in Equation (3.2), as well as an additional set of reactions437

occurring in parallel. These reactions are given by:438

νA, 5A + νB, 5B→ G (3.3a)

νA, 6A + νG, 6G→ H (3.3b)

As for reaction scheme 1, the reaction rates are dependent on the concentration of the439

respective reagents and their respective reaction order. The rate equations are hence given440

by:441

r5 = k0, 5 exp

(
− Ea, 5
RTR

)
[A]nA, 5 [B]nB, 5 (3.4a)

r6 = k0, 6 exp

(
− Ea, 6
RTR

)
[A]nA, 6 [G]nG, 6 (3.4b)

The reaction rates given in Equations (3.4) are again expressed as Arrhenius relations442

(Davis and Davis, 2003). The reaction rates r5 and r6 given in Equation (3.4) correspond to443

reaction 5 and 6 within reaction scheme 2. The data of the additional reactions are given in444

the bottom section of Table 2.445

The data given in Table 2 are the basis for all reactions occurring in reaction scheme 2.446

A total of 6 reactions are present, hence representing a good test case in order to validate447

the generalization of thermal stability criterion K. As was the case for products C, D, and448

E within reaction scheme 1, G and H are both products of the reaction system. Hence the449

initial concentrations of products G and H are set to zero.450

3.2.3. Industrial case study: Nitration of toluene451

The nitration of toluene is an industrially relevant reaction, which consists of both en-452

dothermic and exothermic reactions (Halder et al., 2008). Overall a net exothermic process453

is present, which is why thermal runaways can occur for this reaction system. The reaction454

is initiated by the formation of a nitronium ion
(
NO+

2

)
, followed by 3 parallel reactions with455

toluene:456
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HNO3 + H2SO4 →NO+
2 + HSO−4 + H2O Reaction (1) (3.5a)

NO+
2 + C7H8 + H2O→o− C7H7NO2 + H3O+ Reaction (2) (3.5b)

NO+
2 + C7H8 + H2O→p− C7H7NO2 + H3O+ Reaction (3) (3.5c)

NO+
2 + C7H8 + H2O→m− C7H7NO2 + H3O+ Reaction (4) (3.5d)

where the letters o-, p- and m- stand for ortho, para and meta positions, respectively, of the457

nitronium ion on toluene (Mawardi, 1982). The reactions in Equations (3.5) are referred to458

as reactions (1)− (4) hereafter. The concentration of the nitronium ion and toluene influence459

each of reactions (2)−(4). From an engineering standpoint the energetics of reactions (2)−(4)460

is similar, which is why the reaction enthalpies for these reactions are assumed to be equal.461

This simplification is not possible for the reaction kinetics: as described in Mawardi (1982)462

the product of such a reaction will form a molar mixture of 60% ortho-, 37% para-, and 3%463

meta-nitrotoluene.464

Each individual reaction can be described by Arrhenius rate expressions. The reaction465

rates are given by the following expressions:466

r1 =k0,1 exp

(
−Ea,1
RTR

)
[HNO3]n1,1 [H2SO4]n2,1 (3.6a)

r2 =k0,2 exp

(
−Ea,2
RTR

)[
NO+

2

]n1,2 [C7H8]n2,2 (3.6b)

r3 =k0,3 exp

(
−Ea,3
RTR

)[
NO+

2

]n1,3 [C7H8]n2,3 (3.6c)

r4 =k0,4 exp

(
−Ea,4
RTR

)[
NO+

2

]n1,4 [C7H8]n2,4 (3.6d)

where n1,i and n2,i are orders of reaction with respect to each reagent for reaction i. Important467

to note is that each of reactions (2)−(4) produce a H3O+ ion, which will combine with HSO−4468

to form H2SO4. Hence the sulphuric acid in this reaction network acts as a catalyst. The469

data used for this reaction network are given in Table 3.470

This reaction network includes both, an endothermic dissociation reaction (1) and the471

highly exothermic electrophilic substitution reactions (2) − (4). Hence, this reaction sys-472

tem presents a challenge in order to keep the process under control. The initial concentra-473

tions of each reagent are given by [HNO3]0 = 6.0 kmol m−3, [H2SO4]0 = 1.0 kmol m−3, and474

[C7H8]0 = 5.5 kmol m−3. These initial concentrations are used throughout all case studies for475

the nitration of toluene. The reactor dimensions for this system are given in Table 1.476
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Table 3: Process parameters for the nitration of toluene reaction network (Chen et al., 2008; Luo and Chang,
1998; Mawardi, 1982; Sheats and Strachan, 1978).

Reaction k0,i Ea,i ∆Hr,i n1,i n2,i

i
[
m3 mol−1 s−1

] [
kJmol−1

] [
kJmol−1

]
[−] [−]

(1) 2.00× 103 76.5 +30.0 1.00 1.00
(2) 109 12.5 -122 2.27 0.293
(3) 67.3 12.5 -122 2.27 0.293
(4) 5.46 12.5 -122 2.27 0.293

3.3. Physical properties477

As each reaction proceeds, the physical properties can be subject to change according478

to composition and temperature. The accurate description of all physical properties is very479

complex and would exceed the scope of this work. Hence the changes in viscosity and specific480

heat capacity of the reaction mixture are estimated according to Hirschfelder et al. (1955)481

and Green and Perry (2008). The physical data used for all reagents, present in the 3 reaction482

schemes presented above, are given in Table 4.483

Table 4: Physical properties of components for reaction schemes 1 and 2, and for the nitration of toluene.

Physical property ρ [kg m−3] µ
[
Pa s−1

]
Cp
[
J kg−1 K−1

]
λ
[
W m−1 K−1

]
Component

A 911 1.00 · 10−4 1100 0.300
B 790 3.00 · 10−4 950 0.250
C 1200 9.00 · 10−4 850 0.150
D 1205 2.00 · 10−4 4200 0.685
E 810 1.00 · 10−4 1250 0.400
F 790 3.00 · 10−4 950 0.250
G 1000 10.0 · 10−4 750 0.100
H 1300 2.00 · 10−4 2250 0.850

Toluene 870 6.00 · 10−4 1700 0.141
Mono-nitrotoluene mixture 1160 2.00 · 10−4 1500 0.150
HNO3/H2SO4/H2O mixture 1430 2.90 · 10−4 2600 0.540

4. Verification of stability criterion K484

To test if the derivation shown in Section 2 works for reaction networks, reaction schemes485

1 and 2 presented in Section 3.2 are considered as case studies. To verify that for each of486

these processes thermal stability criterion K gives a reliable prediction of system stability, a487

PI controller is used to make a stable system unstable. This is achieved by increasing the488

set-point temperature of the PI controller, which regulates the coolant flow rate. Once the489

new set-point temperature is reached, the PI controller will try to regain control over the490
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batch process. If the heat generated is larger than the cooling capacity, the temperature of491

the system starts to increase in an uncontrollable manner.492

To identify where exactly the stability of the batch process is lost, a second simulation493

for each process is carried out. For this second simulation, the set-point temperature is494

increased at the same point in time, but by a lower value. Hence a process which can be still495

be controlled is obtained in contrast to the one which exhibits thermal runaway behavior.496

This comparison of a stable and an unstable process can be used to identify at which point497

in time the stability is lost. The verification of thermal stability criterion K is consequently498

carried out by reading off the values obtained for K at which time stability is lost. This499

procedure is carried out for processes P1
1 − P1

6 and P2
1 − P2

4.500

4.1. Verification of criterion K for reaction scheme 1501

The generalized form of the thermal stability criterion was derived in Section 2.3. For502

reaction scheme 1 the specific expression for criterion K is given by the following:503

K(s) =div
[
J(s)
]
−

∣∣∣∣∣div
[
J(s−1)

]
+D(s−1)

1

[
mB

B
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1 −B

(s−1)
1

B
(s−1)
1

+mγ
γ

(s)
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(s−1)
1

γ
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+mDares

Da
(s)
res,1 −Da
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res,1

Da
(s−1)
res,1
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[
mB

B
(s)
2 −B

(s−1)
2

B
(s−1)
2

+mγ
γ

(s)
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2

γ
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Da
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res,2 −Da
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res,2

Da
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B
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3

B
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γ
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Da
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res,3

Da
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[
mB

B
(s)
4 −B
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4

B
(s−1)
4

+mγ
γ

(s)
4 − γ

(s−1)
4

γ
(s−1)
4
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Da
(s)
res,4 −Da

(s−1)
res,4

Da
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where the dimensionless numbers for each reaction are evaluated according to Equation (2.7),504

and D(s−1)
i for each reaction i is evaluated according to Equation (2.22). The gradient505

coefficients mB, mγ, mDares , and mSt are given in Equation (2.12), which were found in (Kähm506

and Vassiliadis, 2018c). For clarity, the form of D(s−1)
1 in Equation (4.1) is given by the507

following expression:508

D(s−1)
1 =

[
−νA,1 nA,1 Da

(s−1)
A,1 − νB,1 nB,1 Da

(s−1)
B,1 + γ

(s−1)
1 B

(s−1)
1 Da

(s−1)
B,1

]
exp

(
−γ(s−1)

1

)
(4.2)
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Figure 2: Temperature profiles for processes P1
1−P1

6. The dotted lines indicate the set-point temperatures for
the PI controller. The dashed lines represent stable processes with lower increased set-point temperatures.
The dash-dotted lines parallel to the y-axis indicate when stability is lost in the system.

In reaction scheme 1 a total of 4 reactions are present which overall are exothermic. The509

resulting temperature profiles for processes P1
1 − P1

6 are shown in Figure 2.510

In Figure 2 two simulations per process are shown. The solid lines indicate the simulations511

where each process becomes unstable after the increase in set-point temperature. As can be512

seen, the temperature continues to increase after reaching the dotted set-point temperature513

line, ultimately resulting in thermal runaway behavior. This is the case because the maximum514

coolant flow rate the PI controller can use is not enough to cool the system sufficiently.515

The dashed lines represent the same processes, with a lower set-point temperature in-516

crease. As can be seen, the dashed lines do not continue to increase, because the respective517

processes can be controlled by the PI controller. Up to the point where the dashed line518

becomes visible, both simulations follow the same trajectory. With these two simulations it519

can be detected when the system stability is actually lost. The loss of stability must occur520

between the point in time where each dashed line becomes visible and where the solid line521

reaches the set-point temperature. The point of loss of stability for all processes are indicated522

by dash-dotted lines parallel to the y-axis of Figure 2. For processes P1
1, P1

2, and P1
3 the loss of523

stability occurs at a time of 0.57 h, 0.71 h and 0.60 h, respectively. The times when stability524

is lost for processes P1
4, P1

5, and P1
6 are given by 0.63 h, 0.68 h, and 0.50 h.525

The next step of the verification of stability criterion K requires to compare the times526

when the system actually becomes unstable, when criterion K identifies the system to become527

unstable, and what the value of K is at the point in time when stability is lost. As was528
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Figure 3: K criterion profiles for processes P1
1−P1

6. The dotted line within the figure indicates where K = 0.
The crosses indicate where thermal stability criterion K detects an unstable process. The dash-dotted lines
parallel to the y-axis indicate when stability is lost in the system.

indicated in Figure 2, the time at which stability is lost is indicated by dash-dotted lines529

parallel to the y-axis. The stability criterion profiles for processes P1
1 − P1

6 are shown in530

Figure 3.531

In Figure 3 it is seen that for each process the criterion gives a positive number at the532

point in time where stability is lost, indicated by the dash-dotted lines. This is in agreement533

with Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d) and Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c), where similar results534

were obtained for single reaction systems. Hence criterion K correctly indicates that an535

unstable process is present when the thermal stability of the system, as shown in Figure 2,536

is lost.537

The crosses in Figure 3 indicate where each profile for K has a value of zero. This is the538

switch-over point which indicates a thermally unstable process is present. The first positive539

feature is that instability is predicted before it occurs. This can be observed in Figure 3 as540

the crosses occur before the dash-dotted lines indicating the loss of stability in the system.541

Furthermore, the difference in time between the real loss of stability and the prediction of542

the loss of stability are separated by approximately 0.2 h, which is equivalent to 12 minutes.543

This should give enough time for an advanced control scheme to be able to modify the control544

actions to keep the system in a stable regime.545

For each process given in Figure 3 the value of K reduces sharply once the system becomes546

unstable after approximately 0.05 h. This is the case as the sharp increase in reaction547

temperature leads to a sharp increase in the rate of consumption of reagents. Criterion548
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K incorporates the trajectories of both, temperatures and concentrations, which is why a549

sudden drop in concentrations will lead to a sudden change in the value of K. The fact that550

the value becomes negative after the loss of stability has occurred is not in contradiction to551

the definition of K. The purpose of thermal stability criterion K is to identify the point at552

which stability is lost, and not to predict how unstable a process is once stability is lost.553

For processes P1
4 − P1

6 in Figure 3 the values of K at the actual loss of stability are554

positive. Hence criterion K correctly classifies the point at which the loss of stability occurs.555

Furthermore, the crosses within Figure 3 show that criterion K predicts the stability to be556

lost at times occurring before the actual stability is lost. The difference in time between the557

predicted loss of stability, and the actual loss of stability, as indicated on the temperature558

profiles on Figure 2, is approximately 0.1 h for each process, hence giving 6 minutes for an559

advanced control scheme to react.560

For process P1
6 it is further noted, that the profile of K at times before 0.4 h, the time561

when instability is predicted, follows an oscillatory profile. As can be observed on Figure 2,562

the temperature profile at times before 0.4 h follows an oscillatory profile as well. This is563

the case because the PI controller acts very fast to cool the system once the initial set-point564

temperature of 389 K is reached. Since the PI controller was not tuned in order to give the565

best performance, this oscillatory effect is present for the temperature profile. The value566

of K is evaluated using information from the temperature and concentration trajectories of567

the system. Hence, sharp changes in the temperature will result in sharp changes in the568

value of K. Therefore, the initial profile of K is given by the profile shown in Figure 3. The569

other significant feature of the profile of K for process P1
6 is that the value of K increases570

after the loss of stability has occurred. This is different to processes P1
1 − P1

5, where the571

value of K entered the negative region and decreased afterwards. In this case the reaction572

still has enough reagents to cause an accelerated rate of increase in temperature, which can573

be observed in Figure 2. As K follows the temperature and concentration profiles, in this574

process the effect of the temperature increasing at an accelerated rate outweighs the decrease575

in concentration, therefore increasing the value of K.576

Stability criterion K was shown to work for reaction scheme 1. In the next section MPC577

is used with criterion K to intensify all batch processes, including the industrial reaction case578

studies given in Section 3.2.3.579

4.2. Verification of criterion K for reaction scheme 2580

A more complex reaction network is considered next, given by reaction scheme 2. The581

reactions occurring in this reaction scheme are given in Section 3.2.2 with all data used.582

The equation of thermal stability criterion K used for this reaction scheme is similar to the583

expression in Equation (4.1) for reaction scheme 1. For reaction scheme 2 the effect of the584
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Figure 4: Temperature profiles for processes P2
1 − P2

4. The dashed lines indicate the set-point temperatures
for the PI controller. The dash-dotted lines parallel to the y-axis indicate when stability is lost in the system.

additional two reactions and the respective expression for the divergence of the Jacobian have585

to be added. The two components added to Equation (4.1) are given by:586
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(4.3)

The dimensionless variables and the form of the generalized equation for criterion K are587

given in Section 2.3. The expressions for D(s−1)
1 −D(s−1)

4 for reaction scheme 2 are the same588

as for reaction scheme 1. The expressions for D(s−1)
5 and D(s−1)

6 are calculated in the same589

manner as D(s−1)
1 in Equation (4.2).590

The same analysis as for reaction scheme 1 is carried out for reaction scheme 2. In order591

to prove that the same level of reliability is achieved as the reaction network increases in592

size, 6 simultaneous reactions as described in Section 3.2.2 are considered here. As was done593

for reaction scheme 1, two simulations are carried out per process: one simulation shows594

an initially stable system becoming unstable after an increase in set-point temperature. The595

second simulation of the same process involves a smaller increase in set-point temperature, re-596

sulting in a stable system after this set-point increase. The temperature profiles for processes597

P2
1 − P2

4 are shown in Figure 4.598
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Figure 5: K criterion profiles for processes P2
1 − P2

4. The dotted line indicates where K = 0. The crosses
indicate where thermal stability criterion K detects an unstable process. The dash-dotted lines parallel to
the y-axis indicate when stability is lost in the system.

In Figure 4 it can be seen that the solid lines representing temperatures increase further599

than the set-point temperatures. This is the case because thermally unstable systems are600

obtained for the set-point temperature given by the dotted lines. The PI controller cannot601

cool the systems enough to avoid thermal runaway behavior, even when opening the cooling602

valve completely. The dashed lines representing the temperature profiles of the system with a603

smaller increase in set-point temperature show that stable systems can be achieved. Initially604

stable processes are present. As was done for the processes in reaction scheme 1, the point605

at which thermal stability is lost can be identified by comparing the stable and unstable606

systems, between which stability is lost. The point at which stability is lost is indicated by607

vertical dash-dotted lines given in Figure 4. These will be shown for the thermal stability608

criterion as well, in order to examine how well criterion K predicts the thermal instability.609

The verification of K requires to check where the systems shown in Figure 4 become610

unstable, and where K predicts them to be unstable. Furthermore it is important to see611

what the value of K is at the point where stability is actually lost, indicated by dash-dotted612

lines. A plot of K for processes P2
1 − P2

4 is shown in Figure 5.613

Firstly it is noted from Figure 5 that, as for reaction scheme 1, the prediction of stability614

indicated by the crosses occurs before the systems lose stability, as indicated by the vertical615

dash-dotted lines. Secondly, at times where stability is lost, given by 0.73 h, 0.61 h, 0.48 h and616

0.51 h for processes P2
1 − P2

4, respectively, the values of K are all positive, hence classifying617

this as an unstable point. The difference in times between the prediction of instability618
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(crosses) and the times of actual loss of stability (dash-dotted lines) is approximately 0.1619

h for each process, hence giving a time of approximately 6 minutes to react. This is more620

than enough for advanced control schemes, and not too large to make the stability prediction621

too conservative. In case of plant-model mismatch this property is very useful, as predicting622

instability before it occurs is essential.623

The time difference between actual loss of thermal stability and thermal stability predic-624

tion is obtained due to the nature of criterion K and how its gradient coefficients are found,625

as outlined in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018c) and Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d). The time626

difference, giving a safety margin, is therefore a feature of how criterion K is defined and it is627

not possible to design criterion K to result in a certain time difference between predicted and628

actual loss of thermal stability. A more detailed discussion on this can be found in Kähm629

and Vassiliadis (2018c,d).630

For process P2
2 the same oscillatory behavior as for process P1

6 can be observed. This631

is again due to the PI controller at the initial stable operating temperature: since the PI632

controller is not perfectly tuned, the cooling action cools down the system very quickly,633

causing oscillatory behavior in the temperature as can be seen in Figure 4. Since criterion634

K takes into account information from the temperature and concentration trajectories, the635

sudden changes in temperature on Figure 4 will cause similar effects on the trajectory of K.636

This is exactly what is observed for process P2
2 in Figure 5.637

Stability criterion K was shown to work for reaction schemes 1 and 2. In the next section638

MPC is used with criterion K to intensify batch processes P1
1 − P1

6, as well as the nitration639

of toluene presented in Section 3.2.3.640

5. Intensification of batch processes with MPC641

5.1. MPC frameworks642

The intensification of batch processes enables the reduction of processing times, hence643

improving the efficiency of chemical processes. This can be achieved by continuously increas-644

ing the reaction temperature. Many batch processes in industry employ a constant set-point645

temperature policy for which the process is guaranteed to run in a stable regime. This is646

achieved by starting the process in a low enough temperature where the process is known to647

be controllable, and then this temperature is kept constant with PID control.648

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced control scheme capable of dealing with649

system constraints. This algorithm solves an Optimal Control Problem (OCP) for every650

MPC step to find new control inputs (Rawlings and Mayne, 2015; Christofides et al., 2011).651

The intensification of batch processes requires the full nonlinear model as there is no652

steady-state operating point. This condition presents issues with respect to defining stable653
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operating points, which is why a different solution to this issue is required. For this reason654

a modified MPC framework is employed: the generalization of thermal stability criterion K655

is now embedded within an MPC framework according to Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d,c).656

The optimization problem solved at every MPC step in this work is given by:657

min
u

∫ t0+tp

t0

(TR − Tsp)2 dt (5.1a)

subject to:658

g (x, y, u, t) =ẋ (5.1b)

h (x, y, u, t) =0 (5.1c)

K (t) ≤0 (5.1d)

XA (treac) =70% (5.1e)

t0 ≤ t(s) ≤t0 + tp (5.1f)

where treac is the time required to reach the final conversion of the reaction, x are the differ-659

ential variables, y are the algebraic variables, u are the control variables, K (t) is the profile660

of K, t0 and t0 + tp are the initial and final times of the current MPC step, respectively, and661

XA (treac) is the conversion of component A at final time treac. A more detailed description662

of the MPC structure employed in this work is given in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d,c).663

The MPC formulation shown in Equation (5.1) is valid once it ensured the process is safe664

at initial time. If criterion K cannot be satisfied thermal runaway behavior is predicted and665

hence the appropriate shut down procedure has to be initiated. Stable operation can be666

achieved again by use of additional external cooling not used for regular operation, or by667

addition of inhibitors as commonly done for polymerization reactions.668

To compare the performance of using an additional constraint, as given in Equation (5.1),669

three MPC frameworks are considered.670

MPC framework 1 uses thermal stability criterion K as an additional constraint as671

shown in Equation (5.1d). The control horizon is set to 60 s, with 6 control steps of 10 s,672

while the prediction horizon is set to 80 s. As will be shown, these time horizons with stability673

criterion K give stable control with small computational time.674

MPC framework 2 uses a constant temperature set-point for which the processes are675

thermally stable. The control horizon is set to 30 s, with 3 control steps of 10 s, and a676

prediction horizon of 50 s. It is not necessary for the prediction horizon to be large for this677

MPC framework, as no change in temperature set-point occurs during the processes. This678
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also means, that an overall longer reaction time is expected in order to reach the target679

conversion for the reaction.680

MPC framework 3 uses the standard nonlinear MPC structure with an extended control681

horizon of 100 s, with 10 control steps of 10 s, and a prediction horizon of 300 s. This is to682

ensure that stable control is obtained as the set-point temperature is increased. The resulting683

process control and computational time required per iteration will be compared between each684

MPC framework.685

In order to compare the performance of each MPC framework, each process starts at the686

same initial temperature. This temperature is chosen to be close to the point of instability,687

hence representing the highest possible temperature with which a constant set-point temper-688

ature process, as given by MPC framework 2, can be carried out. The results are compared in689

terms of thermal stability, time to reach final conversion or reagent A, and the computational690

time required for each MPC framework. For industry it is essential that the control system691

leads to a thermally stable process with a short reaction duration and small computational692

time.693

The extent of intensification is compared by considering the conversion profiles for reagent694

A, given by XA:695

XA =
[A]0 − [A]

[A]0
× 100% (5.2)

where [A]0 and [A] are the initial and current concentrations of reagent A, respectively. The696

target conversion is set to XA,target = 70%. Hence the faster this target conversion is reached697

without causing thermal runaway behavior, the more the process is intensified successfully.698

Finally, MPC framework 1 is applied to the industrial case study (Halder et al., 2008)699

presented in Section 3.2.3. The results are compared to the solutions obtained in Kähm700

and Vassiliadis (2018b), where a similar MPC framework with a different thermal stability701

criterion, given by Lyapunov exponents (Strozzi and Zald́ıvar, 1994), was employed. The702

same industrial process is simulated in both cases, enabling the comparison of computational703

time for both MPC frameworks. Embedding Lyapunov exponents in an MPC framework704

requires a detailed analysis of the time horizon and initial perturbation, defining Lyapunov705

exponents.706

The objective function in Equation (5.1a) penalizes deviations from the set-point temper-707

ature throughout the time frame of the optimal control step. In the simulations shown below708

the set-point temperature for MPC frameworks 1 and 3 are set to the maximum allowable709

temperature of Tchem = 470 K. For MPC framework 2, the initial temperature is set as the710

set-point temperature.711
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5.2. Intensification of batch processes with reaction scheme 1712

The intensification of batch processes is first considered for reaction scheme 1. In this713

reaction scheme 4 simultaneous reactions occur according to Section 3.2.1. Given each MPC714

framework, the resulting temperature and conversion profiles are examined. Important715

for the application to industrial processes is the time to reach the target conversion of716

XA,target = 70%. Furthermore it is essential that each process is kept under control, never717

exceeding the maximum allowable temperature of Tchem = 470 K. Finally, the computational718

time required for every MPC iteration for each MPC framework is compared. The smaller719

the computational time, the more feasible its application to industry. Furthermore, it is im-720

portant that the computational time is below the time available given by the control horizon.721

For clarity only Figures for processes P1
5 and P1

6 are shown below for reaction scheme 1.722

Similar solutions to those obtained for processes P1
5 and P1

6 are obtained for all remaining723

processes of reaction scheme 1. The temperature profiles when each MPC framework is724

applied to these processes are shown in Figure 6a.725

MPC framework 1, embedding criterion K, shows a continuous increase in system tem-726

perature, without exceeding the maximum allowable temperature Tchem. For processes P1
5727

and P1
6 stable reactions are obtained. The initial temperatures for these processes are equal728

to the one given for MPC framework 3. This continuous increase in temperature will result729

in a more efficient process when compared to MPC framework 2. This will be shown in the730

conversion profiles below. Furthermore, the upper limit of the temperature, Tchem, is not731

exceeded.732

MPC framework 2 results in constant temperature throughout each process. No thermal733

runaway occurs for processes P1
5 and P1

6, as the temperature is kept constant during the734

process. The trade-off of having an overly conservative process run at a constant temperature735

is outlined when considering the conversion profiles for each process.736

MPC framework 3 results in thermal runaway behavior even with an extended control737

and prediction horizon. The temperature increases in an uncontrolled manner, exceeding738

the maximum allowable temperature. The maximum temperatures of 910 K and 1200 K are739

reached at times of 0.9 h and 1.5 h for processes P1
5 and P1

6, respectively. At these peak740

temperatures an explosion would occur in real processes if no preventative actions were to741

be taken.742

To examine further how well each process is intensified, the conversion profiles for each743

MPC framework are considered next. The time required to reach the target conversion of 70%744

is found and compared. The smaller the time required, the more the process is intensified.745

As was shown for the temperature profiles, it is expected that the processes controlled by746

MPC framework 3 are intensified most whilst keeping the process under control.747
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(a) Temperature profiles for processes P1
5 − P1

6 with all three MPC frameworks. The solid, dash-dotted and
dashed lines show the temperature profiles for MPC frameworks 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The dotted line
indicates the maximum allowable temperature of Tchem = 470 K.

(b) Conversion profiles of reagent A for processes P1
5 and P1

6 controlled by MPC frameworks 1 and 2. The solid
and dash-dotted lines show the conversion profiles for MPC frameworks 1 and 2, respectively. The dotted line
indicates the target conversion of XA,target = 70%.

Figure 6: Results for the intensification of processes P1
5 and P1

6 with MPC frameworks 1, 2 and 3.
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Table 5: Summary of results obtained fro reaction scheme 1 controlled by each of the three MPC frameworks
presented, where treac is the time required to each the target conversion of XA,target = 70%, Tpeak is the
peak temperature reached during the process, which is not allowed to exceed 470 K, and t̄comp is the average
computational time required to evaluate each MPC step.

MPC framework 1 MPC framework 2 MPC framework 3

treac/h Tpeak/K t̄comp/CPUs treac/h Tpeak/K t̄comp/CPUs Tpeak/K t̄comp/CPUs

P1
1 5.2 467 0.51 >150 355 0.11 705 2.2

P1
2 2.7 469 0.82 6.1 368 0.50 510 2.5

P1
3 2.7 469 0.94 16.7 383 0.97 485 3.3

P1
4 5.1 468 0.58 147 399 0.62 921 3.5

P1
5 7.0 467 0.67 78 344 0.57 923 3.1

P1
6 7.0 469 0.59 61 401 0.41 1204 3.8

For clarity only the conversion of processes P1
5 and P1

6 are considered, as these can be748

compared to the temperature profiles given in Figure 6a. The profiles for the conversion of749

reagent A for processes P1
5 and P1

6 are shown in Figure 6b.750

MPC framework 1 results in stable control, as was shown in Figure 6a, whilst increasing751

the reaction temperature continuously. The target conversion of 70% is reached after 7.0 h752

and 7.1 h for processes P1
5 and P1

6, respectively. This is a significant decrease in reaction time753

with respect to MPC framework 2, while also keeping the process under control at every754

point in time.755

Stable control is achieved with MPC framework 2, at the expense of long reaction times:756

the target conversion is reached after 78 h and 61 h for processes P1
5 and P1

6, respectively.757

Having a constant reaction temperature hence has advantages in terms of reactor stability,758

and disadvantages in terms of efficiency.759

With processes P1
1 −P1

6 controlled by MPC frameworks 1, 2 and 3 it is shown that MPC760

framework 1 results in stable control and intensified processes to increase process efficiency.761

The decrease in reaction time when compared to MPC framework 2 is at least 3-fold. MPC762

framework 3 shows unstable behavior, causing thermal runaways. This is the case although763

a larger control and prediction horizon than for the other MPC frameworks is used.764

The last important feature of all these MPC frameworks to note is the computational765

time required to use each of these MPC frameworks. The smaller the computational time,766

the more feasible the application to industrial processes. The average computational times767

per MPC step, t̄comp, together with the time to reach the target conversion, treac, and the768

peak temperature throughout each process, Tpeak, are summarized in Table 5.769

From Table 5 can be seen that MPC framework 3 results in peak temperatures Tpeak >770

Tchem, hence giving unfeasible processes. As shown in Figure 6a, the temperature profiles771
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rise sharply due to thermal runaway behavior. Furthermore, MPC framework 3 requires the772

largest computational time per MPC step. This is the case because this MPC framework has773

the longest control and prediction horizon. Important to note is that this MPC framework is774

not able to keep the processes under control. A longer prediction horizon would be required to775

achieve stable control, leading to even larger computational times. Since the computational776

time is already close to or larger than 10 s, this poses a problem for potential industrial777

applications.778

MPC framework 2 gives close to constant temperature profiles as shown in Figure 6a.779

The initial temperatures are very close to the maximum temperatures Tpeak. The time to780

reach the final conversion of 70% varies strongly from 6.1 h for process P1
2 to more than 150 h781

for process P1
1. This sets the baseline relative to which the intensification of MPC framework782

1 is compared to. The initial temperatures for each process controlled with MPC framework783

2 is close to the boundary of stability initially: a further increase in the initial temperature784

of 1 K would results in an unstable process. The computational time given in Table 5 for785

MPC framework 2 is the smallest amongst all MPC frameworks which is expected: a smaller786

control horizon with the objective of just keeping a constant temperature is much simpler787

than for the other MPC frameworks.788

MPC framework 1, embedding criterion K, results in peak temperatures below the maxi-789

mum allowable temperature Tchem. As is seen in Figure 6a the temperature is increased in a790

controlled manner throughout the process, hence resulting in an intensified reaction. From791

the times required to reach the target conversion, treac, given in Table 5 it is seen that a792

speed-up of at least 3-fold is achieved when implementing MPC framework 1, compared to793

MPC framework 2. A controlled intensification results in much shorter reaction times, in-794

creasing the efficiency of the respective batch reactors. The computational times t̄comp shown795

are larger than those for MPC framework 2, but less than half of those for MPC framework 3.796

To achieve stable control with MPC framework 3 even larger control and prediction horizons797

are necessary which increases the computational time even further. Hence, MPC framework798

1 results in an efficient control system in terms of computational and economical cost.799

5.3. Intensification of batch process for the nitration of toluene800

The nitration of toluene presents a challenging case study of an exothermic reaction801

network of industrial interest. The parameters defining this reaction network are given in802

Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3. The goal of this case study is to show that criterion K can be803

applied successfully to an industrially relevant reaction and give similar results in terms of804

intensification, as for reaction scheme 1.805

This case study was considered in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018b) with a different method806

to evaluate the system stability, given by Lyapunov exponents. The reactor parameters used807
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in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018b) are used in this work for the results to be comparable. The808

reactor parameters used for the nitration of toluene are given in Table 1.809

The intensification of the nitration of toluene is carried out with MPC framework 1810

by starting the same reaction at three different initial temperatures. For this case study the811

maximum allowable temperature is set to Tchem = 510 K. The objective function is formulated812

such that the most efficient process is found:813

min
u(t)

Φ (x (t) , y (t) , u (t)) = − [o− C7H7NO2] (tf ) (5.3)

where [o− C7H7NO2] (tf ) is the concentration of the product at final time, tf , hereafter814

referred to as o-nitrotoluene. The final concentration of o-nitrotoluene at each step (s) of the815

MPC algorithm is optimized, resulting in the smallest possible time of reaction. The target816

concentration of o-nitrotoluene is set to [o− C7H7NO2] (tf ) = 2.5 kmol m−3.817

The application of MPC framework 1 uses a control horizon of tc = 40 s, with steps of818

length 10 s, and a prediction horizon of tp = 60 s. The time required to find the control values819

set has to be shorter than the length of the first control value implemented. In this work this820

upper limit in computational time is given by 10 s. Three different starting temperatures of821

430 K, 440 K, and 450 K are used to show that MPC framework 1 results in stable control822

for each of these cases. The temperature profiles for each process are shown in Figure 7a.823

In Figure 7a no unstable process is obtained for any of the three processes. The maximum824

allowable temperature Tchem = 510 K is not exceeded for each process, hence each process825

is successfully intensified while satisfying the stability constraint given by thermal stability826

criterion K.827

The time required until the target concentration of o-nitrotoluene shows how well the828

intensification with MPC framework 1 performs for batch processes. The concentration829

profiles for each product obtained during the process are shown for each starting temperature830

in Figure 7b.831

The concentration for o-nitrotoluene, given by the solid lines in Figure 7b, reaches the832

target concentration of 2.5 kmol m−3 within 7 hours, which is similar to the results obtained in833

Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018b), where Lyapunov exponents were used instead of criterion K.834

Furthermore, the ratio of each nitrotoluene product obtained from the three different initial835

temperatures is equal in each case, as shown by the vertical dotted lines in Figure 7b. In836

Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018b) the computational time required for each starting temperature837

was approximately 9 s which is very close to the upper limit of the permissible computational838

time. The computational times required per MPC are 1.21 s, 1.75 s, and 1.43 s for initial839

temperatures of 430 K, 440 K, and 450 K, respectively. If using Lyapunov exponents, the840

computational times required per MPC step when using criterion K are 8.9 s, 8.5 s, and 9.1841
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(a) Temperature profiles for intensified processes of the nitration of toluene. The solid line relates to TR0 = 450
K, the dashed line relates to TR0 = 440 K and the dash-dotted line relates to TR0 = 430 K. The dotted line
indicates the maximum allowable temperature of Tchem = 510 K.

(b) Concentration profiles for the nitration of toluene reaction system. The profiles are obtained by control
with MPC framework 1. The dotted line indicates the target concentration for o-nitrotoluene.

Figure 7: Results for the intensification of the nitration of toluene.
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s for initial temperatures of 430 K, 440 K, and 450 K, respectively (Kähm and Vassiliadis,842

2018b). Hence it is seen that the computational time required with MPC framework 1,843

as presented in this work, is reduced by at least 4-fold compared to the framework using844

Lyapunov exponents as the measure of thermal stability (Kähm and Vassiliadis, 2018b).845

This shows that the same extent of intensification can be achieved with a more efficient846

MPC framework, whilst keeping the system under control at all times.847

This last case study shows how the generalized expression for thermal stability criterion K848

can be implemented within a standard MPC framework, allowing a continuous increase in re-849

actor temperature whilst keeping the respective batch process under control. This framework850

is valid for industrially relevant reactions, as is shown above. The computational time re-851

quired is significantly shorter than for frameworks with Lyapunov exponents, hence resulting852

in an efficient and safe control scheme for highly exothermic batch processes.853

6. Conclusions and further work854

The thermal stability criterion K, which was initially derived for single reaction systems855

(Kähm and Vassiliadis, 2018d,c), is successfully generalized to general reaction schemes in856

this work. It is shown that the instability of more complex reaction networks is reliably857

predicted using the generalized form of criterion K. The thermal stability criterion predicts858

the instability approximately 10 minutes before it occurs in the real process. This is a positive859

feature of thermal stability criterion K, because the prediction happens early enough so that860

action by the controllers can be taken to avoid thermal runaway behavior. The prediction861

of stability does not happen too early on the other hand, which would make it infeasible to862

intensify batch processes, as was shown for the divergence criterion in Kähm and Vassiliadis863

(2018d).864

Nonlinear MPC is introduced and the main features of this advanced control scheme are865

shown. In this work four different nonlinear MPC frameworks were examined in terms of866

efficiency of the process, stability of the control, and the computational time required for867

the evaluation of each MPC framework. These three factors give rise to the feasibility of868

applying such an MPC framework in industry. It is further shown that criterion K can869

be applied to MPC frameworks as was done in Kähm and Vassiliadis (2018d) and Kähm870

and Vassiliadis (2018c). Embedding the thermal stability as an additional constraint within871

the MPC algorithm results in stable control, whilst increasing the reaction temperature872

continuously during the process. This results in much shorter reaction times when compared873

to MPC frameworks which keep a constant set-point temperature, as is often used in industry.874

This reduction in reaction time was shown to be at least 3-fold for the processes studied in875

this work.876
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Comparing the performance of MPC embedded with stability criterion K and with Lya-877

punov exponents, it is shown that MPC with Lyapunov exponents results in larger compu-878

tational time required. Both MPC frameworks give rise to stable control, but the framework879

using criterion K results in a more efficient control system. Furthermore, the computational880

time required to evaluate criterion K does not increase with the number of chemical reagents,881

as opposed to Lyapunov exponents.882

Standard MPC frameworks with a larger control and prediction horizon are tested and883

result in unstable control. Thermal runaways were caused because the MPC framework884

did not recognize that the system entered an unstable operating regime. Furthermore, the885

computational time required by such an MPC framework with extended horizons is more886

than 3 times larger than for the MPC framework embedding stability criterion K.887

Since the values of K are usually of order 10−7 when close to the boundary of stability, the888

effect of parametric uncertainty and noisy measurements has to be considered further for po-889

tential industrial application. Model-plant mismatch in the system models is a further issue890

that will be considered in future work. Robust stability detection is of utmost importance891

for implementation of the proposed MPC framework in industry. The issue of parametric892

is currently being investigated using scenario based and worst case approaches for each rel-893

evant parameter in the batch reactor system. Whilst it is found that including parametric894

uncertainty results in more conservative process control, significant process intensification is895

still achieved. Measurement noise represents another issue to be addressed before successful896

implementation of this work in industry, because thermal stability prediction using criterion897

K relies heavily on trajectory information of all state variables. The authors therefore sug-898

gest the use of state estimation and filtering techniques, e.g. Kalman filters (Grewal and899

Andrews, 2015) and low-pass filters (Sedra and Smith, 2004), to ensure reliable information900

is used to evaluate criterion K.901

The MPC algorithm can be improved further if additional information for the optimizer902

can be obtained. Sensitivity or adjoint equations, if available, can be supplied to the optimizer903

to reduce the risk of numerical errors and instabilities, which can occur due to the finite904

differences scheme currently employed.905
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